Monitor Dynamics Receives Over $1 Million in Orders for Enterprise
Customer Upgrades
MonDyn Clients Continue to Demonstrate their Approval of the SAFEnet Unified
Security Platform
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS – Monitor Dynamics, the leader in Unified Access Control, Intrusion Detection
and Identity Compliance for Government, today announced that it has been awarded contracts to
upgrade critical security systems for eight of its long-standing enterprise customers. The initial awards will
total $1,044,355 and include product training and product support services.
As MonDyn continues to upgrade its customer base while leveraging a strong position in the Federal
Government Market, it also continues to position them for compliance with FIPS 201 Identity Mandates.
The new orders come from eight of seperate clients, who’s security posture affects the daily lives of
many Americans and their families. MonDyn is honored that they have chosen SAFEnet as their Unified
Security Platform for the future.
These MonDyn Clients Include:
• One of California’s largest school districts, with an enrollment of over 200,000 students
• A financial institution with locations across the state of Nevada
• A major international airport that services 33 million passengers per year
• One of the largest installations in the United States Army
• A United States Army biomedical and biodefense research facility
• An intelligence-related U.S. National Security Agency
• A premier intelligence analysis organization within the U.S. Department of Defense
• A U.S. Army weapons arsenal.
With its new SAFEnet Unified Security Platform, MonDyn has made it very easy and cost effective for
existing MonDyn legacy clients to undergo an enterprise upgrade. MonDyn’s ALERT Engineering team
has worked with these clients to develop the Unified Security Platform based on their specific highsecurity needs. MonDyn continues to offer the same level of security that it provides for its high-security
Government clients to its commercial enterprise customers. Its patented Unified Security Platform ties
together an organizations global security infrastructure, creating a centralized command and control
dashboard environment. SAFEnet is available to organizations of all sizes and across all industries.
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